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Climate Smart Agriculture

Facilitator: Sophia Huyer (CCAFS)

Research & Policy: two peas in a pod? A dialogue for food security impact 

1 December 2017, The Hague

Session programme

• Introduction “Climate Smart Agriculture” 

• Pitches by ARF & GCP projects

• World Café - table discussions

• Plenary exchange of actions

• Wrap-up and follow-up
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Introduction

Climate Smart Agriculture

Dawit Solomon – CCAFS East Africa

Pitches GCP4 projects on ‘Upscaling CSA approaches’ 1/2

• “Citizen’s Science approach to climate smart and nutrition sensitive seed value chains 

for food and nutrition security in Uganda and Ethiopia” - Silvia Sarapura (Royal Tropical 

Institute) 

• “CSA/SuPER - Upscaling CSA with small-scale food producers organised via VSLAs: 

Financing for adoption, behavioural change and resilience in rural Iringa Region, 

Tanzania” - Ruerd Ruben (WUR) 

• “Inclusive and climate smart business models in Ethiopian and Kenyan dairy value 

chains” - Rik Eweg (VHL University)  

• “Understanding and improving scaling readiness of climate smart, nutrient management 

decision support tools (DST) in different institutional environments: Ethiopia & Tanzania” 

- Cees Leeuwis (WUR) 
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Pitches GCP4 projects on ‘Upscaling CSA approaches’ 2/2

• “Understanding and scaling Organizations for SMAllholder

Resilience” - Domenico Dentoni (WUR)

• “Using Climate-Smart Financial Diaries for Scaling in the Nyando

Basin, Kenya”- Lia van Wesenbeeck (VU  Amsterdam) 

• “Promoting climate resilient seed varieties: Smallholder barriers to 

adoption and willingness to pay for seed of drought tolerant maize 

varieties in Uganda” - Astrid Mastenbroek (WUR) 

Policy response

• Casper Hull (Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and
Fisheries)

• Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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World Café

One concept note statement / dilemma is discussed per table:

Round 1:  What does this dilemma mean to you? (20min)

Round 2:  What is the role of policy in this? Is change needed? (20min) 

Round 3:  What can you (as individual or within your organisation) do to 

contribute to this change? (20min)

Exchange of Actions

Round 4:  What will you (as individual or within your organisation) do 

(differently) to contribute to this change? 

> Post-it on the flipchart
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Wrap up & Follow-up

How will the research – policy dialogue on ‘Climate Smart Agriculture’ be taken 

forward? 


